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This p r o p o s a l for the redevelopment of the island was initiated by
Mayor J o h n V. Lindsay with the a p p o i n t m e n t of the Welfare Island
Planning and Development C o m m i t t e e in January 1968.
The C o m m i t t e e reported to the Mayor in February 1969. In May
1969, at the request of the Mayor, the New York State Urban Develo p m e n t C o r p o r a t i o n was asked to take the responsibility for carrying out the C o m m i t t e e ' s r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s .
It is the intention of the Urban Development C o r p o r a t i o n to create
a subsidiary c o r p o r a t i o n w h o s e d i r e c t o r s will be the m e m b e r s of
the C o m m u n i t y A d v i s o r y C o m m i t t e e , w h i c h includes public officials,
serving ex officio,

f r o m UDC and the City, to detail and carry out

the p r o g r a m herein p r o p o s e d .
A team, h e a d e d by A r c h i t e c t s Philip J o h n s o n and J o h n Burgee,
p r e p a r e d the plan and submitted this report in October 1969.
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The island nobody knows
In the heart of New York City there lies a sliver of land-almost
two miles long, almost 150 acres in area, surrounded by water,
and once known as Blackwell's Island. This booklet is about its
past, its present, and about its great potential for the future.

Most of us have seen it, of course—from Long Island City, from the 59th
Street Bridge, from the East River Drive, or from a sightseeing boat that
circles Manhattan. It has been known, in recent years, as "Welfare Island"
—not a very attractive name, given to it in 1921 to divorce the good name
of the Blackwell family that used to own the place from certain scandals
involving the local prison system. So its proper name is really Blackwell's
Island, and "Welfare Island" should, perhaps, revert to that, now that
the island is about to get a new lease on life.
Most of us have seen the island, but very few of us have ever been there.
What sort of place is it?
These are the vital statistics: 147 acres in area at present (rock removed
from the new subway tunnel might be used to fill to the bulkhead line,
thus adding more acres); about 2 miles in length; about 800 feet wide at
its widest; 30 feet above water level at its highest elevation; endowed with
hundreds of beautiful trees; and sharply pointed at both ends. From
high up, the island looks like one of those Indian arrowheads—but the
Indians themselves, not being airborne, just called it
Minnahanock,
which means "an island place." T h e Dutch, being prosaic, called it
Varcken Eylandt, or "Hog's Island." It's been Blackwell's Island ever
since the late 17th century.
"You can't even find an old beer can there," somebody said recently.
But you can find plenty of other things:
• You can find an octagonal building that contains one of the grandest
spaces in New York.
• You can find one of the few, and one of the oldest wood farmhouses
in the city—the Blackwell House—and many other significant landmarks
as well (see p. 5).
• You can find some of the most charming, tree-lined, paved, and benchequipped promenades west of the river Seine.
• And you can find the most spectacular views east or west of anywhere:
panoramic views of Manhattan that remind you of Feininger's photographs; perspectives of a high-flying bridge that recall Piranesi's drawings;
glimpses of docks and of industrial plants that look like Charles Sheeler's

paintings at their most dramatic; and, finally, the movement of tugboats,
of cars on the multilevel highways along the Manhattan waterfront, of
seagulls and of helicopters above.
Nobody knows this island, because nobody knows how to get there.
Oddly enough, the island is one of the easiest places in New York to reach:
from midtown Manhattan, you cross the 59th Street Bridge on the upper
level, turn right where it says "Welfare Island," turn right again on 21st
Street, head north until you hit the second traffic light. T h a t will be 36th
Avenue. Wait for the light to change and turn sharp left—and, before
you know it, you're on the "Welfare Island Bridge." Average time from
57th Street and Fifth Avenue in Manhattan: less than half the time it
takes to get to La Guardia.
Soon this is going to be much easier: the 63rd Street subway tunnel
from Manhattan to Queens will have a station on the island—and the plans
we have projected here are, in fact, centered on that new subway stop,
and on the stores and restaurants that it can support.
More things will be done to make the island easier to reach: our plans
provide docks and harbors for water busses and water taxis of the sort that
have long and efficiently served cities like Venice. And we have planned
two glass-tower elevators for pedestrian access from the 59th Street
Bridge.
It is, today, admittedly an island that nobody knows. It is not likely to
remain that way much longer.
In the very center of Paris there is an island, 65 acres in size, and
surrounded by the river Seine. T h a t island, of course, is known as He de
la Cite, and it contains, among many other buildings, the cathedral of
Notre Dame.
T h e island nobody knows, in the East River of New York, may never
contain another Notre Dame; but—planned with imagination and vision
—it will never be littered with beer cans either.
This little book about the past, present, and future of what may well be
our most precious island is a plea to help grasp this great opportunity in
the very heart of our city.
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Some of New York City's most valuable historic landmarks still
stand on the island. Several of them can be repaired or restored,
and put to good use again. They will enrich the scene.

The sketches by Nicholas Solovioff show the octagonal stair tower of the
former New York Lunatic Asylum as it will look, inside and out, when it
is restored The tower was completed in i839; later, two icings were
added, and these were subsequently altered. It is proposed that the wings
be demolished, and the Octagon, praised by Charles Dickens, be restored.

If somebody were to clear the island today with a bulldozer, he would
destroy not only a couple of hospitals—Bird S. Coler to the north, Goldwater Memorial to the south—but, also, some of the finest historic landmarks to be found in the City of New York.
Among these would be:
• A lighthouse originally built in the second half of the 19th century, on
a rock just to the north of the northernmost tip of the island.
• T h e octagonal stair tower of the Metropolitan Hospital (originally
known as the New York Lunatic Asylum). It is shown in the drawings at
left. Charles Dickens came across it, having apparently lost his way, and
called it "handsome... (and) remarkable for a spacious and elegant staircase." Henry Russell Hitchcock, our leading contemporary architectural
historian, thinks the octagonal tower is "certainly the finest work of architecture on the island. T h e rotunda with its staircase," he adds, "is perhaps
the grandest interior space in New York City earlier than Grand Central
Station!"
• T h e Chapel of the Good Shepherd, built in 1889, and designed by the
British architect Frederick Clark Withers, who was also responsible for
the (now preserved) Jefferson Market Courthouse on Sixth Avenue in
Greenwich Village.
• T h e Blackwell House, one of the last remaining early farmhouses in
New York, and built for the Blackwell family around 1789.
• T h e Strecker Laboratory, built in 1892—a rugged little neo-Renaissance structure of brick and stone that seems worth preserving.
• And finally, the former Smallpox Hospital, probably designed around
1854 by James Renwick (who also designed St. Patrick's Cathedral), and
located close to the southernmost tip of the island.
Fortunately for all of us, it is not too late to save a n d / o r to restore these
and other precious landmarks. Most of them are in terrible repair, but
none is beyond salvation in one form or another. It is an integral part of
the plan for this island that its important landmarks be saved.
These structures, and the trees and promenades now overgrown with
weeds, and other surviving relics of the island's past—old streetlights,
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benches, railings, and paved promenades—all these offer us a glimpse of
its history. They also suggest that any new community that may rise on
this island will have tangible symbols of the past upon which to build
its future.
Not only in history, but also in function, this future is intended to
be tied to the past and present. T h e existing hospital uses, for example,
will be enhanced by the new development. In the next planning stage,
the specific provision of housing for members of the hospital staffs and
for handicapped or chronically ill persons will receive special priority.
T h u s no complete break with the past is proposed. And the original
history will not be forgotten.
In 1668, Captain John Manning, a British officer, bought the island
and gave it his name. Manning surrendered New York to the Dutch in
] 673 and, following its recapture by the British, barely escaped execution
for treason. He retired to his island in disgrace, and lived there until he
died in 1686. T h e title to the property passed to Manning's son-in-law,
Robert Blackwell—and the name, Blackivell's Island, stuck for more than
two centuries, until the year 1921.
A hundred years earlier, the City had bought the island from the Blackwell family and proceeded to use the place to house charitable and corrective institutions—hospitals, insane asylums, alms houses, n u r s i n g
homes, homes for the aged, and prisons. All went reasonably well until
around 1914 when numerous scandals began to plague the island's institutions—particularly its prison. That's when the mayor of New York
decided to change the island's name.
Today the island is a calm and quiet place: apart from the Bird S. Coler
and Goldwater Memorial hospitals at its north and south ends, respectively, there remains only the Fire Department's training school. And, of
course, the mysterious, abandoned landmarks mentioned earlier. Most
of the older institutions have been demolished, or are going to be demolished soon.
In the heart of New York City, this beautiful island has become a forgotten asset.
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A mong the landmarks singled out for preservation is the former Smallpox
Hospital (opposite) designed around i854 by James Remoick. It is shotvn
here facing Manhattan, with the U.N. visible in the distance. Above: the
Blackwell House of 1789 as it will look when restored. And, at right: the
1892 Strecker Laboratory, which is to be retained.
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The map on the facing page shows the buildings that remained on the
island until this spring. Many unoccupied buildings have already been
demolished. More are scheduled to go.

To many New Yorkers, a "forgotten asset" in the very heart of the city is,
of course, a precious asset indeed. Far too many of our natural assetswaterfronts among them—have been turned into hideous liabilities in the
names of progress and of commerce.
T h e map on the facing page shows what now remains on the island in
the way of buildings: of the health facilities, the Bird S. Coler Hospital
and Home, opened in 1952, continues to be an efficient institution. (The
trees surrounding the buildings have grown to impressive height and
girth, and the hospital is fast disappearing among the foliage.) Coler looks
after long-term care patients who suffer from chronic diseases. Rehabilitation is an important part of the hospital's programs. T h e Goldwater
Memorial Hospital, near the southernmost tip of the island, was opened
in 1939, and has been added to, in steady increments, ever since. Housing for staff and patients of both hospitals is to be provided.
T h e training school of the New York City Fire Department is located
just north of the present Welfare Island Bridge. It is a unique facility, and
it is a fixed commitment of the city to relocate the school in an equivalent
space.
In short, the island today offers about 100 acres, owned by the City of
New York, located within easy reach, and apparently begging for some
kind of development. T h e question is: "what kind?"
For decades, public-spirited citizens and their architects and planners
have come u p with proposals for different kinds of development of
the island. Many of these proposals were researched with great care; all
of them—even those that are not mentioned here—were, in fact, of
substantial help in shaping our own thoughts.
Specifically, these questions which follow were raised at one time or
another:
• Why not turn the whole island into a pul)lic park? An excellent suggestion—but parks isolated from other activities don't seem to work in
our city. O u r feeling was to provide a park—plus the public needed to
enjoy that park (i.e., housing).
• Why not cover the entire island with high-density housing? T h e city

could certainly use plenty of good, new housing. But it can use plenty of
good, new recreation areas as well. We opted for both. T h e r e have also
been suggestions to develop the island for low-rent public housing exclusively. T h a t seemed not very sensible to us—we don't believe in putting
public housing tenants into ghettos, however beautiful those ghettos
may be. We have planned a multi-mix town (see p. 15).
• Why not turn the island into an amusement park, like Tivoli Gardens
in Copenhagen? Tivoli Gardens, of course, are next to Copenhagen's
City Hall. But an amusement park would not help alleviate our great
need for housing.
• Or why not turn the island to industrial use? Although the city could,
obviously, use the resulting revenues (and jobs), we felt that too many of
our finest natural assets had already been taken from us and handed over
to industry. Still, there will be plenty of new jobs on our island.
T h e r e were many other suggestions, some frivolous, others highly constructive. All of these suggestions were carefully considered by the Mayor's
Committee, and many of them were adopted in the Committee's report.
Those that were adopted shaped our plans.
We are, of course, very much aware of the problems of getting people
to and from the island, to and from Queens and Manhattan—and so all
the constructive suggestions concerning bridges or causeways linking the
island with Manhattan a n d / o r Queens were studied with care. We believe that some such additional transportation links may become economically feasible in the future. They do not seem to be feasible now.
In any event, we have gone to some lengths to make sure that nothing we
plan today will close the door upon such imaginative developments tomorrow.
Proposals for what to do with the island have been advanced for many
decades. But it was not until Mayor John Lindsay, in January 1968, appointed a Planning and Development Committee for the island that
there was any real action.
Now, only 18 months later, we are able to offer a p l a n - a plan for a new
town in the center of New York.

The plan for the island is dwided-lineally
and
logically-mto
nine zones: five of them parks, four of them groups of buildings. The 4-mile waterfront is a continuous
promenade.

ball courts, and other facilities. (There are additional athletic facilities
scattered throughout the island—tennis courts on the roof of the Motorgate, and 4 miles of bicycle paths encircling the island.)
• T h e Island Town: it has been planned in two parts: the first contains
the Town Center, of which more later (pp. 16-17). T h e second part is
separated from the first by Blackwell Park.
• Blackwell Park: it contains the reconstructed Blackwell House, and

T h e plan for the new Island Town is shown, somewhat schematically, on
the facing page. Since the island is ,5 times longer than i d s wide the
zoning for the new town developed, quite naturally, into bands of different activities: five bands of parks and greens enclosing four bands of
building groups. T h u s , no one park and no one group of buildings is too
long thin, or m o n o t o n o u s - a n d most buildings enjoy views across parks.
Reading from left to right (or south to north), these are the nine alternating zones of parks and of buildings:
. Southpoint Park: at the southern tip of the island there^will^be a 12acre preserve containing the handsome remnants of the 1854 Smallpox
Hospital, the restored 1892 Strecker Lab, and the 1858 main building
of the City Hospital. This building is intended to be used for civic purposes. Southpoint Park will offer some of the most dramatic river views
to be found anywhere in the w o r l d - t h e U.N. to the west and, on a
clear day the Brooklyn Navy Yard 3/2 ™ l e s d u e south In between:
bridges, tugboats, barges, freighters and launches. T h e Delacorte Fountain now at the southern tip of the island, should perhaps be moved to
Belmont Island, opposite the U.N. in Manhattan, where its tall jet will
seem even more impressive, and its salt water spray will prove less damaging to the trees on the island.
. Goldwater Memorial Hospital: it is screened from Southpoint Park by
the 1858 main building of the City Hospital.
. Sports Park: this 6-acre recreation area is located below the soaring
spans of the 5 9 t h Street Bridge. It consists of a baseball diamond, basket-

divides the Island Town in two.
• T h e second half of the Island Town: This one contains, among other
things, the Motorgate—a multilevel, 2,000-car parking garage located at
the western end of the present Welfare Island Bridge. It is here that islanders and visitors leave their private cars and switch to our minitransit
system (see pp. 12-13). Minitransit and other service vehicles will provide
basic transportation beyond this point. (Our Motorgate has been patterned after the Piazzale Roma in Venice—the large transportation exchange located at the end of the causeway from Mestre, where motorists
and railroad passengers have to switch to boats.)
• Octagon Park: this 25-acre urban ecological park just to the north of
the present Welfare Island Bridge will become a major, new recreational
and educational resource for New York City. Here there will be reconstructed all the innumerable environmental conditions that exist in our
part of the country, to enable visitors, young and old, to study the interaction of natural organisms with their man-made surroundings. We believe this proposed State Park will be unique, not only in this country
but throughout the world. (At the northern end of the ecological park we
plan to preserve and to rehabilitate the octagonal tower of the old Lunatic
Asylum as a landmark. Hence the name Octagon Park.)
• T h e Bird S. Coler Hospital: the principal changes in this zone will take
the form of reshaping the grounds surrounding the Coler complex, to
make the northern tip of the island accessible to all.
• And, finally, Lighthouse Park: this will be a terraced recreation area
facing up-river, past the 1 gth-century lighthouse which we plan to restore
in its superstructure and its siting.

Each of the nine bands or zones that make up the island plan has been
designed to relate, visually, to the banks and views of the East River,
north and south, east and west:
Lighthouse Park overlooks the parks on Wards and Randalls Islands;
Octagon Park faces Rainey Park in Queens and John Jay Park on the
Manhattan side; a good part of Island Town faces Queens Bridge Park
to the e a s t - a n d all of the Island Town faces one of the most dramatic skylines in the world, Manhattan.
These are intended effects. In planning this new town in the center
of New York, we were not planning a two-dimensional abstraction; we
were trying to imagine what it might be like to walk around on this island,
to work on it, and to live on it.
T h e nine zones that make up our island plan are described in detail
elsewhere. But the broader concepts that have shaped this plan are best
stated here. They are threefold:
• We felt that the only way to create really meaningful open spaces—for
recreation, education, or both—was to concentrate our dwelling units and
commercial spaces in a tightly structured, fairly high-density town—and
to leave the rest of the island open. If we had turned this island into another high-density "Project," there would have been no worthwhile outdoor spaces left over, and few trees (or anything else) preserved.
• We felt that the uniqueness of this island was, of course, its very insularity—the romance of an island, combined with the excitement of a vast
metropolis just a few hundred feet away. If we had admitted private
automobiles, that sense of romance would have been destroyed. So we
decided to make this a town for pedestrians, bicyclists, and riders of a
minitransit system.
• And, finally, we felt that this island should be planned not only in
terms of density, or efficiency, or economics; we felt that it should be
planned in relation to its superior natural and man-made assets. Hence
the considerable emphasis on views from buildings as well as between
b u i l d i n g s - n o t only of the water, but also of the parks and buildings on
the banks of the East River beyond.
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Main Street, as drawn by Ronald Love. It will be a meandering road, lined
with apartments, offices, and stores; animated by pedestrians and the
minitransit system; and opened up, west and east, toward waterfronts
visible at the ends of the pedestrian walks separating the buildings.
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Main Street, the spine of the Island Town, is where the action
is. Here are shops, kiosks, minitransit stops-and 12-story apartment buildings angled to lend curiosity to the streetscape.

Just to the north of the 59th Street Bridge we plan to build a community for 20,000 people. T h e community will be part middle-income, part
low-income. T h e r e will be apartments and townhouses for families with
children, as well as apartments for single people and for the elderly.
It will be a multi-mix community in every sense. T h e New York State
Urban Development Corporation, with the agreement of the City of New
York, has proposed that 30% of all housing units are to be low-incomeand one third of these units will be designed for the elderly; 25% of all
units are to be moderate-income; and 20% of the total will be middleincome; the balance will be conventionally financed. It has also been
decided to have a larger proportion of multibedroom apartments in this
Island Town than is usual in New York City: the reason is to make families
with children more at home.
In addition to the 5,000 residential units we plan to build on the island,
there will be:
• public school facilities for about 2,000 pupils;
• indoor neighborhood facilities (including day care centers, playrooms,
arts & crafts shops, etc.);
• two indoor pools;
• a neighborhood family care center;
• 100,000 square feet of shopping facilities;
• at least 200,000 square feet of office space;
• a3oo-roomhotel;
• a fire station, a police station, utility plants and all the other facilities
that a community needs to function properly.

Imagine, for a moment, that this new community is now in existence.
This is how it would appear to a visitor from the mainland:
After having crossed the bridge from Queens, you arrive at the Motorgate at the north end of town. Here you leave your car and transfer to
the minitransit system—which may be electric, air-cushioned, horizontal
elevator, or a combination of these.
By minitransit, or on foot, you then proceed down the only "street"—
Main Street—which leads south toward the Blackwell House and the
Town Center. Main Street is the physical spine as well as the organizing
theme of the Town. It is lined with apartment buildings, some of them
as much as 12 stories tall, some actually bridging the street. T h e r e are
local shops and kiosks, and there are architectural "events"—like an 1889
church with its little square. Wherever possible, we have tried to juxtapose the old and the new—historic landmarks and modern housing. Such
mixtures are part of what it takes to make Main Streets come alive. Our
Main Street is where the action is—and historic contrasts are a part of
that action.
Life goes on on our Main Street as in many small towns. In addition to
the minitransit vehicles, there are trucks, ambulances, fire engines—perhaps even taxis. Short convenience parking for pickups is allowed.
Main Street is not straight; it is not monotonous. It is bent to lend
curiosity to your path—and to make its length (less than a mile, in any
case) appear shorter than it is. T h e r e are no cross streets. Instead, there
are tree-lined pedestrian walks that lead between apartment houses to
the river, east and west—first leading the eye one way, then shortly after,
the other. T h e main attraction of this narrow island, after all, is that
glimpses to its waterfronts are so dramatic. When a high-riding tanker
passes the end of a narrow pedestrian walk, it looms like a moving skyscraper, filling the entire view. T h e whole island seems to be slipping
down to the sea
T h e pedestrian walks between apartments lead to the waterfront promenade that circles the whole island. T h e promenade—for pedestrians as
well as bicyclists—is 4 miles long, and it is one of the great overviews

to be found in our part of the world: the swift currents beneath, the little
parks on one side, the boats with the skyscrapers beyond on the other—
these are experiences not equaled in many places, and certainly not in
New York City.
T h e apartment houses themselves are U-shaped and arranged around
courts that open toward the water. Every court on the island has its different shape, but each building is terraced up from a low four stories near
the waterfront, to a high 12 stories along the spine of the island—Main
Street. T h e terraces themselves are landscaped—they are the hanging
gardens of a new Babylon—and each terrace has a full view of the river.
Regardless of rent, all apartments will share in these amenities.
After you pass through Blackwell Park, with the restored Blackwell
House, Main Street divides into two single lanes. As you bear right,
you reach the Town Center. Its heart is the Town Square, a 150 by 150
foot pedestrian plaza, one side open to the river with a view of Manhattan. T h e Town Square is surrounded on three sides by colonnades, and
the subway station is located here—just one stop away from 59th Street
and T h i r d Avenue. This subway station is basic to our plan.
From the Town Square runs the glass-roofed shopping Arcade due east,
a short half block to the Harbor on the Queens side of the island. It is
described in greater detail on p. 1 (i.
Nothing has been said, so far, about the character of the architecture
suggested in our drawings.
T h e best way to describe it is to call it a framework. We are very much
aware of the fact that this new town will not be built tomorrow morning, and that many architects may be involved in the design of some of
the important buildings. So we attempted, in these drawings, to suggest
that our concept for this new Island Town was sufficiently flexible to
accept (almost) any architectural expression. T h e important elements
of this plan, so far as we are concerned, are its spatial and functional
organization, its massing, the development of open and closed spaces,
and the recognition that multi-mix occupancy and multi-mix use are
what it takes to make towns successful.
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The Town Center consists of two large public spaces-the Harbor facing Queens, and the Town Square facing
Manhattan.
These two spaces are connected by a glass-roofed Arcade.

Opposite: the pedestrian Arcade that forms the spine of the Town Center.
The plan (near left) shows how the Arcade connects the major public
spaces in the Center. Colonnaded walks at each end of the Arcade open
into these spaces and the commercial facilities on their perimeters.

Anyone who has ever been in Milan—or who has seen it in Italian
films—knows the Galleria Vittorio Emmanuele, that spectacular, glassroofed shopping arcade in the center of the city.
T h e Galleria s social and economic success is due, in large part, to the
fact that it connects two important squares: that of La Scala, and that of
the Cathedral. T h e Galleria isn't just a shopping center with a few
restaurants thrown in; it is an essential, pedestrian link between two
important centers of activity.
T h e Center of the Island Town is not as large as Milan's, but it emulates
it in principle and in certain details.
Like the plan of the Galleria, the plan of our Center is a dumbbell.
T h e r e are two points of interest: the Town Square facing Manhattan, and
the Harbor facing Queens. T h e two are connected by a covered mall—the
glass-roofed shopping Arcade.
Each of the three elements that make up the dumbbell plan is different
from the others: the Town Square is enclosed—three solid sides of colonnaded buildings, a fourth side (just as much of an enclosure) of water.
Foot traffic across the Town Square is diagonal—from dock to Arcade,
from subway to minitransit. T h e r e is a great deal of coming and going.
T h e Arcade—the second element of the dumbbell plan—is quite narrow, 25 feet wide and 75 feet tall. It is the walkway from the Town Square
to the Harbor. It is full of shops. T h e r e are stairs leading to the public
school; stairs leading to the public swimming pool; and other stairs leading to the family care center, or to public meeting rooms.
T h e Harbor is the third element of the Town Center. It is open-armed
to the East River. T h e r e are steps, very much like a ghat in India descending to the tidal water. T h e Harbor is full of shops, too, and full of restaurants. T h e quays on either side of the Harbor are links to the promenade
that circles the whole island. And just in back of the Harbor is the northbound stop of the minitransit.
Every inhabitant of the Island Town passes through the Town Square
once or twice a day. You have to in order to shop, play, go to school, go to
work, or take the subway. T h e Center is, quite intentionally, a very dense

development, multi-mix in character. It contains, among other things, a
300-room hotel, a family care center, a firehouse, a branch library,
200,000 square feet of office space, 100,000 square feet, roughly, of shopping—all piled up and mixed in with apartments and town houses. Public
meeting rooms look out across the Square toward Manhattan.
T h e Town Center will attract transients and tourists in the same way
that Ghirardelli Square does in San Francisco. In a city deprived of much
of its waterfrontage by highways, our Harbor and Town Square are likely
to become as popular as Central Park on a summer Sunday.
Much like the Galleria in Milan, our Arcade opens out, at both ends,
into colonnades that surround open plazas. These colonnaded walks are
an important component of our plan: they provide additional shopping
and restaurant facilities, and form a pleasant transition from the enclosed
Arcade to the open spaces which it connects. This constant change from
narrow passages to wide open spaces is an important part of our design
intentions: there are really no walks more than 300 feet in length—at
which point you are in a different kind of space, with different views and
different light.
T h e walking experience in the Town Center is planned as anticipation
and surprise. From the steps of the ghat in the Harbor, as you look
through the narrow, tall opening of the Arcade, you can catch a glimpse of
the east channel of the River and the Manhattan shore. Proceeding
through the Arcade you experience the light through the high glass roof
interrupted by the shade of the lower bridges. On these bridges children
from the schools cross back and forth.
And suddenly you emerge into the Town Square with its tall colonnades, again live with shops—a small, almost water-level paved place alive
with cafe tables and chairs, with people moving this way and that.
As you near the embankment the view expands to embrace the entire
channel, the ferries, the water taxis, the ocean freighters, and the skyscrapers and traffic of Manhattan beyond.
Just as we cannot imagine Milan without its Galleria, so we cannot
imagine our town without the Arcade, the Harbor and the Square.
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A t left, the Harbor facing Queens. A t right, the Town Square facing Manhattan, as seen through one of the colonnades surrounding it. The 59th
Street Bridge, 135 feet up in the air, is visible in the distance. These two
public spaces are linked by the glass-roofed Arcade.
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We toe tried to create not a flat plan, but a three- or fourdimensional image of a new kind of town—not a very big town,
by the standards of the 1970s, but a very different sort of town.

»*«

Our Island Town will be:
• A community, not a housing project.
• A low-rise and middle-rise housing group where every inhabitant can
see a tree, a river, a park and yet live a totally urban life.
• A safe place for children to live-because there will be a m i n i m u m of
traffic, a maximum of pleasant walking.
• A Town Center "where the action i s " - a place that will be physically
attractive, pedestrian, river edged.
• And a tight, dense group of buildings, surrounded by parks and water.
We are grateful to the Trustees of New York's Metropolitan Museum
of Art for the exhibition they have arranged of our plan for " T h e Island
Nobody Knows." T h a t exhibition is being held at T h e Metropolitan
Museum from October 9 t h through October 23rd, 1969.

Philip Johnson and John Burgee, Architects
CONSULTANTS:

Professor Henry Russell Hitchcock
Ammann & Whitney
MECHANICAL AND UTILITIES ENGINEERS: Burns & McDonnell Company
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERS: Allan M. Voorhees & Associates
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS: Zion & Breen
WATERFRONT AND BULKHEAD ENGINEER: Clarence F. Wicker
HOUSING ADVISORS: Seymour Jarmul & Bernard Brizee, Architects
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